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About This Game

《Lonely》 is a puzzle-platformer game, which contains 20 game levels. Players in the game have the ability to control time
reversal. Players in the game should go back to the past, cooperate with themselves, and shuttle through parallel worlds in the

game, so as to cross the platform, across the abyss and solve the puzzle switch to move forward.
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This game is the gift that keeps on giving. It gave me an awesome childhood, and it gave me a nostalgia attack when I saw it in
the steam store.. One of the best video game soundtracks out there. Not much more I can say other than GET IT!

Contents:
49 MP3 Tracks @ 523MB
49 FLAC Tracks @ 1.51GB. Chill game to play when you are bored. The quirky music and colorful graphics make the game
very enjoyable. However you may want more if you want to devote some time into a game.

7.5/10. Hell no. Game is janky as all hell. Four out of five times I launched it, my character was impaled on some thorny branch
the second I loaded a planet. This kind of bums me out to have to refund and give a thumbs down, but here we are :( Damn, I
was so excited for this one.. quite possibly the best thing I've bought on steam for ages, Allowed me to use my PSVR headset
after it gathering dust for 6 months next to my PS4, bit of fiddling around to get it working (I didnt read the setup instructions
properly), But once I followed the instructions properly it worked.
Takes a bit of time to learn what everything does in SteamVR to configure for each game, But 7 hours on Elite Dangerous
yesterday without eye-strain, headaches or nausea, I am finally sold on this "VR thing".

thank you :). Very cool oldschool game! Created by single person!. Note: The game crashes A LOT. Once I switched to window
mode and set compatibility to Windows XP SP3, the game stopped crashing.

Pros:
Nice graphics
Gets pretty challenging once you advance

Cons:
Crashing in full screen, hopefully this gets fixed
Matching game between levels is too easy

Overall, this is a decent time management game in the same vein as the "Cake Mania" series, but less challenging.. This game
deserves more attention. It is an amazing game that just needs players. Mmo turned combat controled.
In this game you have skill and then you have skills, What I mean by that is you have class skills that you click one botton and
then you also have amazing combo's that you need to push multiple bottons to cast in a sense.
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A little buggy (developers seem to be responding in real-time) but it's fun. Some challenges are indeed challenges. But if you
feel like dishing unreal damage to a poor dummy, this will scratch that itch.. Fantastic game, with a charming atmosphere.
Perfect for children, as well as for adults.

I would suggest to play with your child if you have one in the local mode of the game.

Single player is as good as multiplayer mode, but with less action. 2 Minute Video Review → https://youtu.be/srwXLUwEp9w

I've been looking forward to a VR murder mystery like this for a long time.
The experience is mostly about observing the characters, but there is some interaction in the form of item hunting for
achievements. The mansion is large with many secrets so for the completionist there's a lot to find.

If you enjoyed Quanero VR, then you'll love this.
This feels like the future of entertainment, I recommend it.. Worst Game Ever like from my character im new game player not
like 1985 games but i like 2015 games more so yeah. Bought it right after release. To begin with: I'm normally more into north
american freight operations or freight trains on german lines, however after really enjoying the previous product (Albula Line) I
was curious to get this route.

Even though the route is small (25 km lenght) it takes an hour to drive and the landscape is just amazing. The developers really
managed to capture the impressive sight of the alps with the train track against the slope of the mountains. The level of details is
stunning as well, there are so many custom made buildings, small villages etc. It looks really really nice and makes you feel like
you're traversing that region. That's the level of detail I'd expect from a good old model railway at home.

Driving the route is fun as well, the train handles well and the signaling system does its job. Nothing too complex and even
downhill the trains are manageable. Soundwise I'm also very happy, especially the "singing" of the train when going through
curves.

Any cons? yes! Unfortunately the world seems dead. Despite some people waiting at the train stations there's no life. Especially
at the beginning of the route, there's a section taking you through the city of Chur. There are only static cars\/busses, nothing
moving, no pedestrians etc. Later on during your ascend, you get to some crossings with no cars moving along the road. At one
crossing there's a tractor waiting for you to pass, but the driver seems to be very patient as he sits there no matter if its summer
or winter, day or night. Other routes (sacramento nothern) manage to have cars on the road during street running scenarios and
the cars even obey the crossings \/ traffic signs. That's something defenity lacking on this route! Also there are some places you
drive by, for example a farm house thats on one side of the track with no way whatsoever to reach it. No road leading up to it,
nothing, just a house sorrounded by trees and cornered in by tracks.

In general the route is amazingly detailed, fun to drive and I would recommend it to anynone looking for a change, something
new. If you liked the Albula-Line, then this route will satisfy you as well!
How long will the fun last? As the possibilities on this route are very limited (limited freight hauling, no different locomotives \/
rolling stock) I doubt this route will keep me occupied for long.. I've discovered that I do enjoy shooter-on-rails style games
(Blue Estate, Is Defense) and this game is actually good as well, but mean and cheap grinding mechanics is what made me rate
this one down. I'm an achievement hunter and as for the moment I only got one left - reach level 20. You need more and more
stars with each level, and although their amount skyrocket closer to the desired level, it's ok. To earn stars you need to complete
goals; there are common goals that grant 1 star, 2 stars, 3 stars and daily goal that refreshes every 24 hours and gives you 5 stars.
If you don't like a common goal, you can change it for 125 Sacks and since money is not actually a problem, this is ok as well.

I've completed enough of the goals of different sorts and am absolutely sure that the game behaves different, depending on your
current goals. There are civs to rescue, usually 1-2 per location, sometimes more, sometimes less. When I have a goal to get
points for rescuing the civilians I play for 5-7 minutes visiting around 6 locations and only see something like 3 (!) civs to
rescue. And it's not bad luck, this happens everytime I have this goal. There is this guy with beer mugs that seem to be appearing
at least once on the later stages. But when you have a goal to shoot enough of mugs, he completely disappears and can show 0
times by the time you visit 8 locations. This is already a lousy way of slowing whatever sort of progress the game has.

But the last straw for me was that when I've reached level 14, the game removed common goal for 2 stars and now offers me
one goal for 1 star, another goal for 1 star and one goal for three stars. I mean really? How cheaper can it be? The game clearly
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comes from the mobile platform and is F2P there with microtransactions like "Remove ads" and "Get more sacks", but money
is not really a problem if you choose correct bonuses and put some time into it (at least on PC). So theses progress slowing
tactics are plain impudent.

UPD: Now, could it get even worse, lol? This never ever happened until level 14. Never. 
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1616861950. Cute game. I enjoy it.. Much better than Diablo 3.
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